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Abstract

Diagnosability is a crucial property that determines at
design stage how accurate any diagnosis algorithm can be
on a partially observable system. Recent work on diag-
nosability has generalized fault event case to pattern case,
which can describe more general objectives for diagnosis
problem, but based on global model and global twin plant
construction. In this paper, we propose an original frame-
work to solve pattern diagnosability in a distributed way to
avoid calculating global objects. We first show how to in-
crementally accomplish pattern recognition without build-
ing global model by propagating only diagnosability rela-
tive information between components. Then an efficient way
to construct pattern verifier is proposed, which is inspired
from the classical twin plant method but with smaller state
space, to search for partial critical paths, whose global con-
sistency is subsequently checked. Meanwhile we prove that
the result obtained from our distributed approach is on an
equality with that from the centralized one but the evalu-
ation result shows that our search state space exploited is
only a small subpart of the global twin plant, whose con-
struction is unavoidable in the centralized approach.

1. Introduction

Fault diagnosis is a crucial and challenging task in the
automatic control of large complex systems. Generally
speaking, diagnosis reasoning is to detect possible faults
that can explain the observations, whose correctness de-
pends on the diagnosability of the system. Diagnosabil-
ity is an important property that determines at design stage
how accurate any diagnosis algorithm can be on a partially
observable system and thus has significant economic im-
pact on the improvement of performance and reliability of

complex systems. The diagnosability analysis problem has
received considerable attention in the literature. [6] intro-
duced the first definition of diagnosability for discrete event
systems and proposed a necessary and sufficient condition
for testing it. The major drawback is that the complexity
is exponential in the number of system states. Then [4] and
[9] proposed new algorithms with polynomial complexity in
the number of system states, which introduce the classical
twin plant method.

However, all above work analyzes diagnosability in a
centralized way. Real systems, e.g. telecommunication net-
works, water distribution networks, transportation systems,
are steadily growing in terms of size, complexity and inter-
actions. The centralized diagnosability approach requires a
unrealistic combinatorial explosion of the search space. It
is why very recently the distributed approach for diagnos-
ability began to be investigated, relying on local models and
local twin plants ([5], [7] and [8]). All their approaches have
been done only for simple fault events occurring locally into
one component. On the other hand, recent work has gener-
alized the property usually checked in diagnosability, i.e.
the occurrence of a fault event, to the recognition of a pat-
tern that can represent more general objectives such as mul-
tiple faults, ordered occurrence of significant events, multi-
ple occurrences of the same fault, but which is analyzed in
a centralized way ([3]).

In this paper, we propose an original distributed frame-
work for pattern diagnosability verification. The idea is to
find an equivalent alternative to the centralized pattern di-
agnosability checking that is more efficient in order to im-
prove the scalability of the problem. Our approach con-
tributes to the pattern diagnosability problem in several as-
pects. Firstly, we extend pattern diagnosability problem
from the centralized framework to the distributed one. Sec-
ondly, pattern recognition can be checked by incrementally
constructing pattern recognizers, which often concerns sev-



eral components. Thirdly, we propose a way to build pattern
verifier that is inspired from the classical twin plant con-
struction but with smaller search space and containing all
necessary diagnosability information to search for partial
critical paths, which are corresponding to critical paths in
the global twin plant when they are globally consistent. Fi-
nally some key information about the reasons why the sys-
tem is non diagnosable is provided by our algorithm when
the system is non diagnosable, which can help the designer
to improve the diagnosable level of the system by rearrang-
ing sensor placement.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
model a distributed system as a set of finite state machines
(FSM) and recall pattern and pattern diagnosability. Sec-
tion 3 describes the pattern recognition and diagnosability
analysis in a distributed way and then section 4 presents the
formal algorithm. The result of our distributed approach
compared to that obtained from the centralized one is eval-
uated in section 5.

2. Background

2.1. System model

We consider a distributed discrete event system G com-
posed of a set of components that can communicate with
each other by communication events. The local model of a
component is defined as below.

Definition 1 (Local Model). The local model of the com-
ponent i is a FSM Gi = (Qi, Σi, δi, q

0
i ), where

• Qi is the set of states
• Σi is the set of events
• δi ⊆ Qi × Σi ×Qi is the set of transitions
• q0

i is the initial state

The set of events Σi is divided into three disjoint parts:
Σio is the set of local observable events, Σiu is the set of
local unobservable events and Σic is the set of unobserv-
able communication events that are shared by at least one
other component. For any pair of distinct local components
Gi and Gj , we have Σio ∩ Σjo = ∅ and Σiu ∩ Σju = ∅,
which means that any two different local components can
only share communication events. For the transition set, it
is easy to extend δi ⊆ Qi ×Σi ×Qi to δi ⊆ Qi ×Σ∗i ×Qi

by the following way: 1) (q, ε, q) ∈ δi, where ε is the null
event; 2) (q, se, q1) ∈ δi if ∃q′ ∈ Qi, (q, s, q′) ∈ δi and
(q′, e, q1) ∈ δi, where s ∈ Σ∗i , e ∈ Σi.

Figure 1 depicts a distributed system composed of
three components G1(top), G2(bottom left) and G3(bottom
right). For G1, we have Σ1 = {c1, c2, u1, u2, o1,
o2},Σ1o = {o1, o2}, Σ1u = {u1, u2}, Σ1c = {c1, c2}.
In the same way, we can get the event sets for G2, G3
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Figure 1. A distributed system with three
components G1(top), G2(bottom left) and
G3(bottom right).

and for the whole distributed system as well. Now we
define some useful operations. In the following, we have
G1 = (Q1, Σ1, δ1, q

0
1) and G2 = (Q2,Σ2, δ2, q

0
2).

Definition 2 (Synchronization). Given two FSMs G1 and
G2, their synchronization based on Σs, where Σs is the set
of synchronized events, is G1‖Σs

G2=(Q1 × Q2, Σ1 ∪ Σ2,
δ1‖2, (q0

1 , q0
2)), where δ1‖2 is defined as the following:

• δ1‖2((q1, q2), σ) = (δ1(q1, σ), δ2(q2, σ)) if σ ∈ Σ1 ∧
σ ∈ Σ2 ∧ σ ∈ Σs

• δ1‖2((q1, q2), σ) = (δ1(q1, σ), q2) if σ ∈ Σ1 ∧ σ /∈
Σ2 ∧ σ /∈ Σs

• δ1‖2((q1, q2), σ) = (q1, δ2(q2, σ)) if σ /∈ Σ1 ∧ σ ∈
Σ2 ∧ σ /∈ Σs

Definition 3 (Product). Given two FSMs G1 and G2, their
product is G1 ×G2 = (Q1 ×Q2, Σ1 ∪Σ2, δ1×2, (q0

1 , q0
2)),

where δ1×2((q1, q2), σ) = (δ1(q1, σ), δ2(q2, σ)) if both
δ1(q1, σ) and δ2(q2, σ) are defined in G1, G2 respectively.
Otherwise, δ1×2((q1, q2), σ) is undefined in G1 ×G2.

Definition 4 (Delay Closure). Given a FSM G
(Q, Σ, δ, q0), its delay closure with respect to Σd,
where Σd ⊆ Σ, is {Σd

(G) = (Q, Σd, δd, q
0), where

δd(q, σ) = q′, if ∃σ ∈ Σd, we have δ(q, sσ) = q′ in G and
∀σ′ ∈ s, σ′ /∈ Σd.

For the synchronization, any synchronized event always
occurs simultaneously in all concerned components. Dif-
ferent from the synchronization, the operation of product
does not allow the case that some components stay in their
own internal state whereas other components may change
their state. As for the operation of delay closure with re-
spect to Σd, we preserve the information about the events
in Σd while abstracting away irrelevant parts. The synchro-
nization can be easily generalized to a set of FSMs using its
associativity property. The global model of the distributed
system in figure 1 is obtained by synchronizing its three lo-
cal models: G = {Q, Σ, δ, q0} = ‖Σc(Gi), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.



Given the global model G of a distributed system, its
prefix-closed language L(G) describes the behaviors of the
system, where L(G) ⊆ Σ∗. Formally, the language L(G) is
the set of words produced from G: L(G) = {s ∈ Σ∗|∃q ∈
Q, (q0, s, q) ∈ δ}. In the following, we call a word from
G a trajectory in G and a sequence q0σ0q1σ1... a path
in G, where σ0σ1... is a trajectory in G and ∀i, we have
(qi, σi, qi+1) ∈ δ. We call a FSM G′ a subsystem of G if
L(G′) ⊆ L(Gs), where Gs is the synchronized FSM on any
non-empty set {Gi1 , ...Gim} and Gij , j ∈ {1, ..., m} could
be any component of the system. If ρ′ is the projection of a
trajectory (path) ρ in G on the subsystem G′, then we call
ρ′ the subpart of ρ in G′. If there is a set of final states F
in the system, we denote the marked language generated by
G by: Lm(G) = {s ∈ L(G)|∃q ∈ F, (q0, s, q) ∈ δ}. In
our paper, both the language and the marked language are
assumed to be live observable, which means that there is no
loop containing only unobservable events. Given s ∈ L, we
denote the post-language of L after s by L/s and denote the
projection of the trajectory s to observable events by P (s).
Then the inverse projection of an observation sequence s,
denoted by P−1(s), returns the set of all trajectories whose
observable projection is s.

2.2. Pattern diagnosability

In this section, we recall the notion of pattern for diag-
nosis problem and pattern diagnosability definition.

Definition 5 (Pattern). A pattern is a deterministic, com-
plete FSM with a stable set of final states FΩ, Ω =
(QΩ, ΣΩ, δΩ, q0

Ω, FΩ), where FΩ ⊆ QΩ.

Since FΩ is stable, the marked language generated by
Ω is ”extension-closed”, formally described as: ∀s ∈
Lm(Ω), ∀s′ ∈ Σ∗Ω, ss′ ∈ Lm(Ω). So once Ω arrives in a
final state, it will be always in a final state in the future.
Note that ∀s ∈ Lm(Ω), ∃e ∈ s such that e is unobservable.
Otherwise, the diagnosability problem would be trivial.

In a pattern Ω, we call an event σ a significant event of Ω
if ∃(q, σ, q′) ∈ δΩ with q 6= q′. We use ΘΩ to denote the set
of significant events of Ω and $̂q to denote the set of events
in Ω such that ∀σ ∈ $̂q,∃(q, σ, q′) ∈ δΩ, q 6= q′. Thus $̂q

is actually the set of significant events of Ω whose source
state in Ω is the state q.

Definition 6 (Simple Pattern). A pattern Ω is a simple pat-
tern if ∀qΩ, qΩ ∈ QΩ ∧ qΩ /∈ FΩ, we have |$̂qΩ | = 1.

For the sake of simplicity, we illustrate our approach by
dealing with simple patterns, which can be easily extended
to general ones. Even with simple patterns, the diagno-
sis problem can be generalized from detecting single fault
event to recognizing event sequences that can describe more

general objectives, such as ordered occurrence of significant
events, multiple occurrences of the same fault [3]. Actually
the fault event case is a special one of the pattern case.

Due to FΩ being stable, we can merge all final states
in one beforehand, which has no impact on our diag-
nosability analysis. In a simple pattern, the significant
event whose source state is q is denoted by $s

q . If q
is the final state, $s

q = ε. Figure 2 depicts a pattern
that describes the ordered occurrence of two significant
events ΘΩ = {u1, o3}. For this pattern, we have QΩ =
{p0, p1, p2}, ΣΩ = {c1, c2, u1, u2, o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6},
ΣΩo

= {o1, o2, o3,o4, o5, o6}, q0
Ω = p0, FΩ = {p2}.

Given a system G and a pattern Ω, we assume Σ = ΣΩ,
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∑

Figure 2. Pattern Ω.

Σo = ΣΩo
, Σu = ΣΩu

and ∀σ ∈ ΘΩ, ∀σ′ ∈ Σc, σ′ 6= σ,
where Σc is the set of communication events in G. In other
words, any significant event of the pattern is not a commu-
nication event, which has meaning in the sense that com-
munication events function only for exchanging messages
between components. A trajectory s ∈ L(G) is recognized
by Ω iff s ∈ Lm(Ω). The property of pattern diagnosability
concerns the ability of a system to detect the trajectory rec-
ognized by a pattern with certainty, based on a sequence of
observations.

Definition 7 (Pattern Diagnosability). A system G is Ω-
diagnosable if

∃n ∈ N, ∀s ∈ L(G) ∩ Lm(Ω), ∀t ∈ L(G)/s,
if |t| ≥ n, then P−1P (s.t) ⊆ Lm(Ω).

If a system G is Ω-diagnosable, then whenever a trajec-
tory s in G is recognized by the pattern, for its any extension
t with enough finite events, any trajectory with the same ob-
servations as s.t is also recognized by the pattern. In other
words, G is not Ω-diagnosable if there exist two trajecto-
ries p and p′ in L(G) satisfying the following conditions:
1) p ∈ Lm(Ω) and p′ /∈ Lm(Ω); 2) p is of arbitrarily long
length after pattern recognition; 3) P (p) = P (p′). A pair of
such trajectories is called a critical pair. Note that all exist-
ing work for pattern recognition and diagnosability verifica-
tion employs the global model of the system and is based on
global twin plant construction.

The basic idea of the twin plant, described in [4], is to
build a FSM that compares every pair of trajectories with
the same observations to search for critical pairs. For cen-
tralized pattern diagnosability analysis [3], given a global
model G and the considered pattern Ω, pattern recognition



is performed through the product operation on G and Ω.
Then the global twin plant, shortly GTP , is constructed
first by constructing its observer through delay closure and
then by synchronizing the observer with itself. Then we
have GTP = {Σo(G × Ω)‖Σs{Σo(G × Ω), where Σs is
the set of observable events. Obviously, each state of GTP ,
labeled with two pairs of system states with the associated
pattern states, provides two possible pattern recognitions for
the same observations. For a state TG in GTP , if its one as-
sociated pattern state is the final state of Ω while the other is
not, then TG is an ambiguous state with respect to Ω since
the recognition of Ω cannot be certain given the observa-
tions up to TG. In GTP , if a path contains an ambiguous
state cycle that includes at least one observable event, then
it is called a critical path. It was proved that a critical path
in GTP corresponds to a critical pair in the system. Thus
diagnosability verification can be performed by searching
for critical paths in GTP .

3. Theoretical distributed framework

Now we show how to distribute the pattern recognition
and its diagnosability verification on subsystems without
computing the global objects. We begin the pattern recogni-
tion from the component with the event ωs

q0
Ω

, where q0
Ω is the

initial state of the pattern. This component, also called the
initial subsystem, contains the significant event of Ω whose
source state in Ω is its initial state. If the pattern cannot
be completely recognized in this component, the subsystem
will be extended by propagating only diagnosability relative
part to next selected component for next recognizer con-
struction. And thus we continue to extend the subsystem
until the recognition is completed. In this incremental way
what we obtain is often a small subpart of the global model
because the propagated part is often much smaller than cur-
rent subsystem and that pattern concerned components are
normally a subset of system components.

The idea of centralized pattern diagnosability approach
is to check the existence of a critical path in GTP . Our
distributed approach is to avoid GTP calculation by com-
puting pattern verifier for the subsystem where the pat-
tern recognition is completed, which is inspired from twin
plant construction but with smaller search space. Then we
demonstrate that a partial critical path in this verifier cor-
responds to one in GTP when it does not disappear after
global consistency checking. In this distributed way, the fi-
nal obtained state machine for diagnosability verification is
normally a quite small subpart of GTP .

3.1. Pattern recognizer construction

Pattern recognition in a subsystem is performed by con-
structing the pattern recognizer, which is defined as below.

Definition 8 (Pattern Recognizer). Given a subsystem
G′ = (Q′, Σ′, δ′, q′0) and a pattern Ω = (QΩ, ΣΩ, δΩ,
q0
Ω, FΩ), then the pattern recognizer of G′ is RG′ =

(QRG′ , ΣRG′ , δRG′ , q
0
RG′ , FRG′) = G′ × Ω, where the ini-

tial state is q0
RG′ = (q′0, q0

Ω), FRG′ = (Q′ ×FΩ)∩QRG′ is
the set of final states.

Since Ω is a complete FSM, we have L(Ω) = Σ∗ and
thus L(RG′) = L(G′) ∩ L(Ω) = L(G′). So the pattern
recognizer can show which part of the pattern can be rec-
ognized after any trajectory in the subsystem. Given the
initial recognizer state q0

RG′ = (q′0, q0
Ω), a state (q, qΩ) is

called a suspicious state of RG′ if q0
Ω 6= qΩ. Given the set

of all suspicious states in RG′, ω = {(q1, q
1
Ω),...(qn, qn

Ω)}, a
state (qi, q

i
Ω) ∈ ω is called a Target Suspicious State(TSS)

of RG′ if in Ω, an event sequence through which qf can be
reached from qi

Ω contains the minimal number of significant
events compared to all qk

Ω, where k ∈ {1, ...n} and qf is the
final state of Ω. TSS is thus defined to show which part of
the pattern can be recognized in the current subsystem. If
FRG′ 6= ∅, then the pattern is recognized in G′ and RG′ is
called the complete recognizer, denoted by Rc. On the other
hand, if FRG′ = ∅, then the pattern is not yet recognized in
G′ and we should choose next component to extend the sub-
system for building the next recognizer. As said before, the
initial subsystem is the component that contains the event
$s

q0
Ω

. Suppose that qc is the pattern state contained in a TSS
of the pattern recognizer of the current subsystem, then the
next component to be selected for subsystem extension is
the one with the event ωs

qc , which is the significant event
whose source state in Ω is qc. Consider that any significant
event is not a communication event, this selected compo-
nent is always unique.
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Figure 3. The pattern recognizer RG′(left) and
its part RΩ

G′(right)

For our example, the pattern recognizer of the initial sub-
system, denoted by RG′, is depicted by the left part of fig-
ure 3. Actually the initial subsystem is the component G1,
which contains the event $s

q0
Ω

= $s
p0 = u1. In this rec-

ognizer, the states whose pattern state part is p1 are TSSs,
which means that in the initial subsystem, the recognized
pattern part is the part from the initial state p0 to the state
p1. Then the next selected component should contain the
event ωs

p1 = o3.



3.2. Diagnosability information propagation

A non complete recognizer normally can only recognize
a part of the pattern. The recognition should be completed
by incrementally extending the subsystem. Given a non
complete recognizer RG′, we reduce it to RΩ

G′, denoting the
part where all the states are either on a path containing at
least one TSS of RG′ or on a path with the same observa-
tions as one containing a TSS. Since L(RG′) = L(G′) and
L(RΩ

G′) ⊆ L(RG′), then we have L(RΩ
G′) ⊆ L(G′). To

recognize the next part of the pattern, we extend the cur-
rent subsystem by synchronizing RΩ

G′ with Gj , RΩ
G′‖ΣsGj ,

where Gj is the next selected component and Σs is the set
of shared events of all involved components. Note that in
a real complex system, RΩ

G′ is normally a small subpart of
G′, L(RΩ

G′) ⊂ L(G′), and the propagated part is actually
quite limited. Thus the synchronized state machine contains
smaller state space compared to that obtained by synchro-
nizing the whole subsystem with the next component. If the
pattern can be recognized in the system, then the recognizer
of the extended subsystem can achieve next recognition of
the pattern.

There are two intentions of diagnosability information
propagation. One is to continue the recognition process.
Another is to retain the information about critical pairs to
facilitate the diagnosability analysis.

For our example, the right part of figure 3 depicts the
diagnosability relative part RΩ

G′. There is one trajectory in
RG′ that is not in RΩ

G′, which can never be recognized by
the pattern when it synchronizes with other components and
can never be the one with the same observations as those
recognized by the pattern. Thus it is relative to neither the
pattern recognition nor the pattern diagnosability verifica-
tion. The top part of figure 4 presents a part of RΩ

G′‖ΣsG2,
Σs = {c1, c2}. Then we construct the pattern recognizer of
this extended subsystem, partly depicted by the bottom part
of figure 4. It is actually the complete recognizer since it
contains final states and thus the pattern can be recognized
in the current subsystem.

3.3. Pattern verifier construction

Next we will show how to distribute diagnosability ver-
ification based on pattern verifier construction as well as
its global consistency checking, which normally has much
smaller search state space than GTP . The result will be
analyzed in section 5. Now we provide some lemmas that
are the basis of proving the correctness of our distributed
method.

From non intersection of local observable events be-
tween components, we can directly get the following
lemma.
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Lemma 1 Any critical pair in the global model has the
same observable projection on each component.

Then we can obtain the next lemma.

Lemma 2 The complete recognizer Rc contains the sub-
parts in the corresponding subsystem of all critical pairs in
the global model.

Proof :
Let Gi be the initial subsystem. Due to the fact that the
only shared events between components are communication
events and any significant event of the pattern is not a com-
munication event, then any significant event of the pattern is
contained in only one component. In the pattern recognizer
RGi , the paths not containing a TSS of RGi are never be the
subparts of those that can be recognized by the pattern be-
cause the significant event leading to the pattern state con-
tained in a TSS cannot be in any other component. In other
words, the set of paths in RGi with a TSS must contain the
subparts in Gi of all those that can be recognized by the
pattern. From lemma 1, we get that any critical pair has the
same observable projection on Gi. Thus since in RΩ

Gi
, all

the paths having the same observations as those containing
a TSS are also retained, we know that RΩ

Gi
contains the sub-

parts in the initial subsystem Gi of all critical pairs. Then
after synchronizing RΩ

Gi
with the next selected component,

suppose Gj , again from lemma 1 and in the same way as
above, we can deduce that the recognizer of the extended
subsystem contains the subparts in the extended subsystem
of all critical pairs. We repeat the above steps until the
subsystem corresponding to the complete recognizer is ob-
tained. It can be proved that the complete recognizer must
contain the subparts in the corresponding subsystem of all
critical pairs in the global model.

Before pattern verifier construction, we refine the com-
plete recognizer by the delay closure with respect to Σd,



where Σd is the set of communication events and observ-
able events, Rr = {Σd

(Rc). We obtain left instance of Rr,
denoted by Rl

r, by prefixing the communication events with
L and then by retaining only the paths with final states of the
recognizer. Then we get the right instance of Rr, denoted by
Rr

r , by prefixing the communication events with R and then
by retaining the paths without final states. The pattern ver-
ifier can be constructed by synchronizing the left instance
and the right instance based on all observable events in Rr.

Definition 9 (Pattern Verifier). Given the refined rec-
ognizer Rr, its corresponding pattern verifier is V =
Rl

r‖Σs
Rr

r , where Σs is the set of observable events in Rr.

The main difference between the pattern twin plant and
the pattern verifier is that twin plant construction is based
on the synchronization of the recognizer with itself (left
instance and right instance are actually identical and non-
reduced), but the pattern verifier can simplify this synchro-
nization by reducing left and right instances as above. In
the pattern verifier, if a path % contains an ambiguous state
cycle that contains at least one local observable event for all
involved components, then % is called a partial critical path.
Any partial critical path is corresponding to a critical pair
in the global model if it is globally consistent. From the
fact that Rl

r contains all paths with final states of the rec-
ognizer and Rr

r contains all paths without final states, and
from lemma 2 and the way to construct the pattern verifier,
we can prove the following lemma in a straightforward way.

Lemma 3 If there is no partial critical path in the pattern
verifier, then there is no critical path in GTP .
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Figure 5. part of the pattern verifier V .

For our example, figure 5 partly depicts the pattern veri-
fier. This part is actually a partial critical path since it con-
tains an ambiguous state cycle with one local observable
event for both involved components.

3.4. Global consistency checking

From lemma 3, the existence of critical paths in GTP
implies the existence of partial critical paths in the pattern
verifier but not each obtained partial critical path is corre-
sponding to a critical path in GTP . The reason is that for
now we do not take into account the communication with
the neighborhood in the whole system. To solve this, we
first define the local twin checker of a component, which is

to obtain all possible pairs of local trajectories with the same
observations in the component, and then synchronize the
partial critical paths with the local twin checkers of the con-
nected components to check their global consistency. Ob-
viously, a partial critical path is corresponding to a critical
path in GTP when it is globally consistent.

The local twin checker of a component is obtained first
by operating delay closure with respect to the set of com-
munication events and observable events on its local model
and then by synchronizing the obtained local model with it-
self (left and right instances) based on its observable events.
We distinguish non-synchronized events by prefixing them
with L and R.

Definition 10 (Local Twin Checker). The local twin
checker of Gi is Ci = ({Σd

(Gi))l‖Σs
({Σd

(Gi))r, where
Σd = Σio

∪ Σic
and Σs = Σio

.

Algorithm 1 Global Consistency Checking
1: INPUT: component models G1, ..., Gn of the system G;

pattern verifier V
2: V ← Reduce(V )
3: while ∃ a connected component Gj not involved in V

do
4: Cj ← ConstructLTC(Gj)
5: V ← V ‖ΣsCj

6: V ← Reduce(V )
7: if V 6= ∅ then
8: return V
9: else

10: return ”The system is diagnosable.”

Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo-code of global consis-
tency checking for the pattern verifier. Firstly, the pattern
verifier V is reduced by only retaining all partial critical
paths (line 2). Secondly, when there is a component Gj

non involved in V that contains at least one communication
event contained also in reduced V , then repeat the follow-
ing steps: 1) construct its local twin checker Cj to obtain
V ‖ΣsCj , where Σs is the set of common events of V and Cj

(left communication events, right communication events).
The states in the synchronized state machine that contain
an ambiguous state from the pattern verifier are also called
ambiguous states; 2) reduce the obtained state machine by
only retaining all partial critical paths. Here the partial crit-
ical paths are those having an ambiguous state cycle con-
taining at least one local observable event for all involved
components (line 3-6). Finally, when there is no other con-
nected component, any partial critical path obtained in the
final state machine is globally consistent since all its com-
munication events are validated. If there is at least one such
path, which means that the final state machine is not empty,



then it is returned to provide the non-diagnosability infor-
mation. Otherwise, the diagnosable information is returned
(line 7-10).

Lemma 4 A partial critical path in the pattern verifier is
globally consistent iff it is a subpart in the corresponding
subsystem of a critical path in GTP .

Proof :
(⇒) Suppose that a partial critical path ρ is globally con-
sistent and that ρ is not a subpart of a critical path in GTP .
Since ρ is not corresponding to any critical path in GTP ,
from the way to construct GTP , described in section 2.2
and from the way to check global consistency, it is easy to
know that ρ will disappear after global consistency check-
ing, which means that ρ is not globally consistent and thus
contradicts the assumption.
(⇐) Suppose now that a partial critical path ρ is not globally
consistent and that it is a subpart of a critical path in GTP .
From the non global consistency of ρ it follows that it will
disappear after global consistency checking, which means
that not all communication events in ρ are valid. However,
all communication events in any critical path in GTP are
valid because GTP is constructed from the global model.
This implies that ρ is not a subpart of a critical path in GTP ,
which contradicts the assumption.

Inspired from the result of the centralized approach for
pattern diagnosability [3], we get the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Given a pattern Ω and the global model of a
system G, G is Ω-diagnosable iff there is no critical path in
GTP .

Then from lemma 3, lemma 4 and theorem 1, we can
directly obtain the following theorem to verify pattern diag-
nosability in a distributed way.

Theorem 2 A distributed system G is Ω-diagnosable iff
there is no partial critical path in the pattern verifier that
is globally consistent.

For our example, after global consistency checking, the
partial critical path depicted in figure 5 will disappear due to
its synchronization with the local twin checker of the com-
ponent G3, which means that there is no corresponding crit-
ical path in GTP . In the same way, after checking all the
rest part of the pattern verifier, we know that there is no
partial critical path that is globally consistent. Thus from
theorem 2, the system is verified to be Ω-diagnosable.

4. Algorithm

This section presents the algorithm of pattern diagnos-
ability verification in a distributed way without calculating

Algorithm 2 Pattern Diagnosability Verification Algorithm
for Distributed Systems

1: INPUT: component models G1, ..., Gn of the system G;
the pattern Ω to be diagnosed in G

2: Initializations: qc ← q0
Ω(currently recognized pattern

state); R ← ∅ (current recognizer); V ← ∅ (pattern
verifier)

3: while R is not the complete recognizer do
4: R ← REDUCE(R)
5: Gi ← SelectCom(G1, ...Gn, Ω, qc)
6: Gi ← Gi‖ΣsR, where Σs is the set of common

events of all involved components including Gi

7: R ← ConstructPR(Gi, Ω)
8: if qc = q′, where q′ is the pattern state part contained

in a TSS of R then
9: return ”Ω cannot be recognized in G.”

10: else
11: qc ← q′
12: R ← Refine(R)
13: V ← ConstructPV (R)
14: CheckGlobalConsistency(G,V )

GTP . Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of the verifica-
tion procedure. After the initialization of the parameters,
when the current recognizer is not the complete one, which
means that for the moment the pattern is not yet recognized
in the current subsystem and we need to exploit the other
components, the algorithm repeatedly performs the follow-
ing steps:

1. The current recognizer is reduced as described in sec-
tion 3.2, doing nothing for the current recognizer being
empty (for the first time), and then the next component
Gi is selected for extending the subsystem. The selec-
tion strategy is described in section 3.1. (line 4, 5)

2. The reduced recognizer is synchronized with the se-
lected component and the pattern recognizer of this
synchronized one is constructed again. (line 6, 7)

3. If the pattern state part in a TSS of the current recog-
nizer is the same as the value in qc, which means that
the current subsystem can recognize the same part of
the pattern as the previous subsystem. From the way
to choose the component for synchronization and its
uniqueness, we can deduce that the next part of the
pattern cannot be recognized in the system and thus
the whole pattern cannot be recognized in G. Other-
wise, we update qc by assigning the pattern state in a
TSS of the current recognizer. (line 8-11)

When the complete recognizer is obtained, we check pat-
tern diagnosability first by refining this recognizer through
the delay closure as described in section 3.3 and then by
constructing the corresponding pattern verifier for global



consistency checking (line 12-14). There are several
causes that can stop this algorithm: 1) pattern cannot
be recognized in the system, then the algorithm returns
non-recognizability information; 2) pattern can be recog-
nized but not diagnosable, then the returned state ma-
chine of function CheckGlobalConsistency(G, T), which
is described in algorithm 1, contains the information
about the undistinguishable behaviors that cause the non-
diagnosability of the pattern; 3) pattern can be recognized
and diagnosable, then the function CheckGlobalConsis-
tency(G, T) returns diagnosability information.

5. Result

In the centralized approach ([3]), all components are first
synchronized to get the global model and then the global
pattern recognizer is constructed before calculating GTP .
It is too expensive to apply the centralized approach for
real complex systems because the size of state space of the
global model risks an exponential growing with the number
of system components. Our distributed method avoids cal-
culating global objects in the following way: 1) Let Gm be
the mth obtained subsystem. We have G1 = Gi1 , where
Gi1 is the initial subsystem, and Gk = RΩ

Gk−1‖ΣsGik
,

where 1 < k ≤ n, Σs is the set of common events of all
involved components and Gik

is the kth selected compo-
nent for extending the subsystem. As analyzed in section
3.2, normally we have L(RΩ

Gk−1) ⊂ L(Gk−1). While for
the centralized approach, the pattern concerned part of the
global model should be ‖Σs(Gik

), where the synchronized
events Σs are their common events and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In
other words, begin from the initial subsystem, each time
for extending subsystem, we only propagate the diagnos-
ability relative part, which is actually a subpart of current
subsystem, to the next selected component and in this way
the subsystem obtained corresponding to the complete rec-
ognizer is only a small subpart of concerned part in the
global model. 2) To construct pattern verifier, we syn-
chronize the reduced left instance and the reduced right in-
stance of the complete recognizer, which keeps all neces-
sary diagnosability information but makes the search state
space smaller compared to the twin plant adopted by the
centralized approach, where the non-reduced left instance
and non-reduced right instance are synchronized. 3) If the
pattern relative components do not include all components
{Gi1 , ...Gik

} ⊂ {G1, ...Gn} and there are other connected
components, we minimize the search state space in final
state machine by retaining only partial critical paths ev-
ery time before synchronizing with the connected local twin
checker since what we are interested in is the existence of
the globally consistent partial critical paths. In this way,
what we finally obtain is a reasonably small and necessary
portion of GTP , where there is even no information about

those components that are not connected to the partial criti-
cal paths.

6. Conclusion

Our paper proposes an original theoretical framework to
solve pattern diagnosability considering the distributed na-
ture of complex systems. We incrementally recognize a pat-
tern by propagating the diagnosability relative information
to avoid building the global model. Then inspired from twin
plant method, we construct pattern verifier that has smaller
search space to find partial critical paths before checking
their global consistency. A new distributed verification al-
gorithm is thus proposed. Our approach can be extended
to general patterns in a straightforward way by checking
the existence of a critical pair of trajectories such that ex-
actly one of them is recognized by a given general pattern.
The perspective of this work can be the extension to pre-
dictability analysis of patterns in a distributed way, which is
a stronger property because predictability is a sufficient but
not necessary condition of diagnosability ([2]).
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